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It is known出.atsilicon dioxide in diatomaceous earth仕組.sfonn.sto cri.stobaIite at high 

temperature.ωOne of出eprl田 entau出or.s(T. N.) .studied on the diatomaceou.s earth from 

Suzu-.shi in the Noto Penin.sula， by mean.s of仕1emea.surement of elec出cconductivity.山 In

the pre.sent report， .some theoretical con.sideration.s on the electric conduQ:tivity; data .are 

made， together with another confirmation of出i.stran.sition. by an ob.sぽvationof rthermal 

expan.slOn. 

!3 2. ReIation between el四 tricconductivity and porosity 

On the relation between the electric conductivity of porou.s ma七回al.sand th，位 poro.sity， 

many experimental inve.stigation.s have been reported. (3) But the re.sult.s are more or 1自治

div臼:".86and the出巴oreticaltreatment i.s difficult. 

R. Landauer (4) prl田 entedan equation giving the electric conductivity of binary meta1lic 

mixture 内部 afunction of出econductivitie.s of the component.s σh tJ2> and their volume 

fraction.s X h X 2 : 

「 i五[(3爪介川一寸1)加〕

To apply 位1由i.sequation tl加opo:ぽ，rou:国.sma抗teぽri訟凶.al.s， the variabl 田 are tran.sfered a.s foIIow.s : 

。隅→σα(apparentconductivity of porou.s material)， 

σ1→σt(むueconductivity of出ematerial)， 

σ2→O( conductivity of air)， 

x2(=1-Xl)→P(por;四ity).

Then a very .simple equation is obtained : 

ぬ=(1 -t P)の (2)

This equation between ぬ andPisa試raightline cutting P -axis at P=2/3 and ぬ -axis

at tJa=の.

Figure 1 .shows仕1eelec凶cconductivity of the diatomaceous earth fired at 900-120QoC 

for three hou四国 afunction of it.s porl田 ity，details of measurement being de.scribed in 

reference (2). The soIid curve in figure 1 runs along the dotted straight line drawn from a 

point P=2/3=66.7% in the region of P=50-60%， which .show.s也atthe variation of 

conductivity with porosity in this range is merely due to the sintering of仕1esample. For 

Pく50%，the expぽimentalcurve departs far from社泥仕1eoreticalone， sugg田ting出atthe 
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change of structure of由ematerial 

o出.er血祖 sint出 ngis arising. This 

consideration insures the concIusion 

of仕leprevious paper. 

For P>60% also， the exp出mental

curve deviates from the theoretical 

one. This is interpreted as foIIows. 

The equation (1) is based on the 

assumption 仕mt eachmaterial 

particIe or c:可staIIet is spherical 

and can be considぽ edas if sur-

rounded by a homogeneous medium 

of the mixture. The fact 出at出e

cOIiductivity in equation (2) vanish田 atP=2/3 means也atin the porous material， in 

general，仕lematぽ ialp紅 ticIesor cr戸taIIets，assumed to be spherical， are scattered separately 

in the isolated stat田 forthe por，ωity higher than也isvalue， and can no longer have白e
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Fig. 1. Electric conductivity at 2500C of fired 
diatomaceous句 rthversus its porosity. Firing 
temperatures are written on the circ1es in oc. 
Dotted line ~4ows equation (2). 
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Fig.2.τ'hermal expansion of 仕 eddiatomac印 us伺 rthrelative to standard rod. 

Curve Firing temp町 ature Standard rod 

A 6000C Quartz 
B 1000タ Diatomac田 usearth fired at 6000C 
C 1100"" クク

D 1200"" クク
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continuous structure for conducting electricity. In the四 seof the diatomaceous earth， 

however， it has so fine reticular structure that it sti11 can be thought continuous even 

beyond this point， and the conductivity becomes larger than that expected from equation 

(2). In a word， equation (2) does not hold in such a region of high porosity. 

Transition 0/ Si02 in Diatomaceous Earth to Cristobalite 

Observation of thermal ex.pansion 

1t is weI1 known that cristobalite can exist as a-cristobalite at room temperature and， 

when heated， transforms to s-cristobalite at 180~270oC. Therefore， if the diatomaceous 

fired at high temperature contains much cristobalite， its coefficient of thermal 

expansion must change at that temperature. This was observed by C. Kawashima. (5) The 

present authors investigated this phenomenon by means of the Hondaδato's differential 

dilatometer. 

The sample rods of 5.0 or 8.0 cm long and 4.8~5.0 mm in diameter were sawed out 

from a natural rock. They were fired at 600， 1000， 1100， and 12000C for three hours in an 

electric furnace， then cooled to room temperature， and mounted in the diIatometer. As 

the standard rod， a quartz rod was used for the 

sample fired at 600oC， and 600oC-fired sample rod， 

for the samples fired at 1000~1200oC. The heating 

about lOC/min in the vicinity of the 
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Fig. 3. Coefficient of differential 
巴xpansionof fired diatomaceous earth 
estimated from figure 2. Labels on 
the curves have the same meaning 
as in figure 2. 
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The results are shown in figures 2 and 3. 1n figure 

2， ordinates denote the expansion of samples relative 

to standard rod devided by their initial length. The 

gradient of the curve gives the coefficient 

differential expansion. 1n figure 3， the coefficients 

thus obtained from figure 2 (a) are shown for the 

samples fired at 10000C ancl 1200oC. 

For the sample fired at 600oC， 

expansion is almost linear， or the coefficient is nearly 

constant， suggesting no transformation to be arising. 

The sample firecl at 10000C shows a change of 

expansion at about 170oC. 1t is aUributed to the α→。
transformation of cristobalite slightly contained in the 

sample. 1n Kawashima's result the expansion of the 

sample fired at 10000C is almost linear. For the 

samples firecl at 1l00oC ancl 1200oC， the change of 

expansion is clistinct， evidently indicating that these 

samples are abundant in cristobalite. This result is 

similar to Kawashima's one， but the change is larger 

for the present samples. The transformation takes 

during 140~190oC for the sample fir吋

of 

at 

thermal the 

transition 

place 
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11000C， and during 140~1950C for the one fired at 12000C Thus the transition point of 

cristobalite in diatomaceous earth is somewhat lower than that of pure crystaL It may be 

an effect due to impuritiεs contained in the diatomaceous earth. The heating curve and 

coo1ing curve show a hysteresis in figure 2(b). 

34. Summary 

(1) The relation between the electric conductivity and the porosity of the diatomaceous 

earth fired at temperatures below 110QOC satisfies an equation derived from Landauer's one. 

The samples fired over 110QOC does not satisfy the above relation. This is attributed to the 

transition of this material to cristobaHte. 

(2) The thermal expansion of the fired samples was observed by means of the Honda-

Sato's differential dilatometer. For the san1ples fired over 110QoC， the coefficient of 

expansion changes at 140~ 1900C corresponding to theα→s lTansformation of cristobalite. 

The authors wish to express their gratitude to Prof. H. Shoji for constant guidance in 

t加 courseof the work 
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